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Network-policy updates have to be committed in a consistent way on distributedcontroller software-defined networking. Otherwise, the network may experience
unexpected transitory configuration states, which compromise the performance,
the security or, even, the correct operation. In this paper, we propose a scheme
that provides consistent policy updates without rule conflicts and transitory
states. The main contributions are: (i) a protocol that serializes policy update
commitments to provide consistency; (ii) a consensus interface proposal that
facilitates controller agreements about the network configuration version; and
(iii) an algorithm for checking if a new policy is an update, a refinement, or if
it conflicts with already installed policies. We prove that our protocol achieves
a global order for all policy updates and that our algorithm correctly composes all policies. Simulation results using real network topologies show that
the proposed distributed policy update scheme achieves a per-packet consistent
configuration with a low control message overhead.
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Network management engages in a continuous specification of network policies that includes traffic engineering and chaining of middleboxes and network
functions [1, 2, 3]. The paradigm of Software-Defined Networking (SDN) simplifies the network management as it decouples the logically centralized control
plane from the distributed data plane [4, 5]. Control applications lie at the
control plane and access a global network view, which allows defining high-level
network policies that encode the expected behavior of the network [6, 7]. Moreover, controller translates the policies into forwarding rules that configure the
data plane behavior. In SDN, flow-table configurations of individual switches
running on the data plane express the forwarding rules.
The network controller realization as a centralized server implies challenges
to security, performance, and scalability of the network [4]. On the other hand,
handling policy updates on the SDN control plane is a challenge on distributed
computing, in which the proper operation of the network depends on consistently reasoning about concurrent policy updates and the interaction between
all applied policies on the network [3, 6, 8, 9].
In this paper, we propose a lightweight protocol for handling policy updates
on Software-Defined Networking with a distributed control plane. The main
idea is to timely achieve consensus between controllers on the deployment order
of the new policies on the network. The network has to react to a policy update
request in a short time lapse to be compliant with the next-generation networking requirements [10, 11]. When concomitant policy updates arrive at different
controllers, they have to agree about the installation order of all updates, and
if a new update does not conflict with others. Hence, our main contributions
are threefold:
• A lightweight consistency protocol that serializes commitment of concurrent policy updates launched by different controllers,
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• An abstract consensus interface, in which controllers agree with the most
current version of the network configuration,
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• A simple algorithm for checking if a new policy is an update, a refinement,
or if it conflicts with other policies already installed on the network.
In preliminary works3 , we first introduced the idea of a policy update scheme
for distributed control plane, in which we assume the consistency model of perpacket consistent configuration update [2, 3, 6]. In this paper, we extend the
policy update scheme for resisting to Byzantine faults and, also, we show the
protocol convergence overhead under different fault probabilities. A per-packet
3 D. M. F. Mattos, O. C. M. B. Duarte, G. Pujolle, Um protocolo simples e eficiente para atualização consistente de polı́ticas em redes definidas por software com controle distribuı́do, in:
SBRC, 2017. The manuscript is available at: http://portaldeconteudo.sbc.org.br/index.php/
sbrc/article/view/2642/2604.
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consistent update is the one that a single version of the network configuration
processes every in-transit packet on the network, the previous or the updated
configuration, but never more than one configuration. Unlike other proposals,
which consider an abstract consensus interface among the controllers [6] or a
single centralized controller [3, 12, 13], we propose a lightweight consistency protocol to achieve consensus among distributed controllers as part of the policy
update scheme. We prove the correctness of our proposed consistency protocol
through a formal model. Our analyses show that our proposal achieves a consistent configuration in two round-trip times (RTT), with a minimum number
of control messages on the network.
The remainder of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we present the related
work. Section 3 discusses the challenges of updating policies on SDN with a
distributed control plane. In Section 4, we propose our consistency protocol for
policy updates on software-defined networking with distributed control. Our
simulation and analytical results are discussed in Section 5. Section 6 concludes
the paper.
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Upon a network-policy update, controllers send messages to switches to install flow processing rules. Although this procedure can be done sequentially,
each switch may introduce different delays on processing and installing the rules.
Thus, the rules installation in all switches is an asynchronous task, and it can
lead to an arbitrary order of switches to finish the commitment of the new network configuration [9, 14]. An in-transit packet detects a mixture of new and old
network configurations upon the installation of the policy update. If a mix of
network configurations forwards an in-transit packet, it violates network invariants. Thus, policy updating schemes for software-defined networking avoid the
occurrence of a mixture of configurations on the network due to partially applied
updates. Therefore, the primary challenge is to coordinate the rule installation
on switches to achieve an always-consistent network state [3, 6, 9, 15, 16].
Reitblatt et al. [3] propose the per-packet consistency model on updating
policies in Software-Defined Networking. This model considers that a consistent
policy update occurs when just a single global network configuration handles
in-transit packets. Moreover, they propose the Two-Phase Update scheme for
per-packet consistently updating policies on a software-defined network with
centralized control [3]. The main idea is to forward packets according to the network configuration version tag on the packets and, thus, updating the network
policies in two phases. The first phase adds new rules on ports of the switches
on the network core. The switches apply the new policy to packets tagged with
the new configuration version tag. The second phase acts on the ingress ports
of edge switches. The scheme updates the rules on the edge switches to tag the
in-going packets with the new configuration version number.
Besides, Canini et al. [6] extend the Two-Phase Update proposal to softwaredefined networking with distributed control [6]. Canini et al. [6] introduce the
consistent policy composition (CPC) problem that stands for accepting policy
3
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updates on a distributed control plane and composing them into a single and
consistent network configuration. Thus, accepted policies cannot conflict with
already deployed policies or with concomitant policy deployments. They propose a transactional interface for searching for conflicts between policies and
just accepting policies that do not conflict with others. They also propose the
ReuseTag algorithm. ReuseTag uses up to f + 2 tags to number the networkconfiguration versions, where f is the number of controller failures that the
proposal can correctly handle. Although Canini et al. solve the CPC problem
and show that they achieve the optimal tag complexity, they assume the previous existence of a consensus abstraction between controllers. Unlike Canini et
al. [6], we propose a simple consensus protocol for distributed SDN that focuses
on solving the consistent policy composition (CPC) problem.
Proposals optimize to the Two-Phase update scheme to reduce the overload
on the network. Vissicchio and Cittadini [17] argue that Two-Phase Update
leads to a high number of installed rules, which may avoid the applicability of
the technique if there is not enough available memory on the switches. They
propose an algorithm to compact the search space and compute an operational
sequence for adding and changing rules during a policy update process on an
SDN. Katta et al. [13] propose to perform the update in rounds. In each
round, they perform a Two-Phase update on a subset of flows. The main idea
is to remove the old set of rules after each round, freeing switch memory space.
McClurg et al. [18] propose an algorithm for automatically seeking for an order
to update the network configuration, in which all transitory configuration states
keep invariant properties of the network.
In a previous paper, we have proposed the reverse update procedure [15],
arguing that the policy update installation on the network is per-packet consistent if it follows the reverse path of the flows on the network. McGeer proposes
to buffer in-transit packets on the controller while updating the network. After
the update, the packets are re-injected on the network [12]. These proposals,
however, still focused on software-defined networks with one centralized controller. Kablan et al. [19] propose to decouple the implementation of network
functions from their state. They aim to store the function state in a distributed
data storage and, thus, control and data plane queries and updates the network
function state on the distributed storage. Hence, a policy update resides in
updating the stored state. In this paper, in turn, we focus on a network that
is controlled by a set of controllers, in which the controllers should arrive in a
consensus about accepting concomitant updates and about which will be the
tag of the new configuration version.
The most straightforward consensus decision among distributed nodes is
whether a transaction should be committed [20]. A simple protocol for achieving consensus is the Two-Phase commit that uses one phase to propose a commitment and, after every node confirming to commit the transaction, a second
phase sends the commit command to all nodes. Nonetheless, the two-phase
commit may run into a deadlock if the node that starts the protocol fails. As a
solution, the three-phase commit protocol proposal adds an extra phase between
voting and committing a transaction. The third phase enables the state recov4
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ery in case of an initiator node fault. Besides, a standard protocol to achieve
a universal consensus, not just about committing or aborting a transaction, is
the Paxos protocol. Paxos proposes a complex logic which provides availability
and termination even when f server replicas fail [21]. Dang et al. argue that
implementing Paxos logic into SDN switches enhances the performance of the
network as it benefits distributed applications. Thus, they propose a simplified
version of Paxos for achieving consensus between switches, called NetPaxos [22].
Besides some variations of Paxos consensus protocol, Raft is a consensus proposal that leads to a straightforward creation of application due to its simplicity
to be understood [23]. Nevertheless, Raft also introduces an above operation to
elect and to maintain a leader. Panda et al. [14] argue that strong consistency
model, as provided by Paxos consensus protocol, is a hard assumption for controlling SDN. Hence, they propose an eventual-consistency model, where single
image controllers are slightly modified to couple with some properties and, then,
the controllers will eventually behave like a distributed controller. Although this
approach may reduce the response time of the network to react to an event, it
imposes the limitation that all controllers should be running a single image and
they should behave similarly. We argue that electing a leader is a needless operation in the context of SDN policy updates due to the volatility of the updating
task. Thus, we claim Paxos, and even Raft, add extra complexity to the policy
update process. Hence, our proposal extends the two-phase commit protocol,
creating a wait-free protocol for resolving the conflict between policies and for
distributed reasoning about the most current configuration version tag. Our
approach considers that each controller may receive different update requests
and the distributed control have to agree on which updates, and in which order,
they should be installed. The key aspect of our proposal is to consider each controller as a potential leader for the consensus protocol and, thus, each controller
may start the consensus protocol on its initiative.
3. Policy Update Consistency

1
Concurrency Probability
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The logically centralized network control plane, on software-defined networking, consists of an abstraction of a global network view shared by all network
controllers [4]. Hence, all controllers ought to have access to a consensus interface to update their global network view. In this scenario, distributed controllers
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Figure 1: Probability of concurrence between two or more updates issued by different controllers on the network.
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may issue simultaneous policy update requests. Figure 1 shows the probability
of two or more controllers issuing a policy-update request at the same time.
The probability of concurrency between updates is calculated as the birthday
paradox, and we consider that each update may take up to 4 s to be completely
installed on the network [24, 25]. We consider four different cases, in which each
controller may issue 60 updates/h; 6 updates/h; 2 updates/h; or 1 update/h.
In the case of the most dynamic network, 60 updates/h, the probability of concurrency between updates is over 0.5 when there are just 3 controllers on the
network. If we consider an update rate of 2 updates/h, the concurrency probability reaches 0.5, when there are approximately 23 controllers on the network.
To consistently apply these updates on the network, each controller has to be
aware of update-request commitment order, and whether a new policy conflicts
with others. In this way, Canini et al. states the Consistent Policy Composition
problem [6], that is composing concurrent policy updates into one single and
consistent global network configuration.
Considering the policy update problem in a distributed control environment,
we identify two properties that should be satisfied for an algorithm to apply policy updates on a distributed control plane: consistency and composition. Unlike
Canini et al., we tackle the consistency problem separately from the composition
problem. The consistent update is scheduling update requests and assuring that
it is possible to establish a global order among all scheduled requests. After that,
we consider the policy composition problem. In turn, the composition problem
deals with accepting a new policy, or a policy update, regarding policies already
applied to the network. Therefore, based on Consistent Policy Composition [6],
we define our two sub-problems: request serialization and policy composition.
The request serialization sub-problem consists of defining a consistent global
order to commit all policy updates. Let H be the history, that is, the set of all
events that happen in the network. Let <H be a partial order relation on the
events of history H. A request req precedes another request req 0 in the history
H, represented by req <H req 0 , if the response to req appears before the call to
req 0 in H. If two requests are not related to precedence order, it is said that the
requests are concomitants. Similarly, a networking event ev, such as a packet
input, precedes a request req in H, represented by ev <H req, if ev appears
before the call of req in H. Besides, ev succeeds req in H, req <H ev, if ev
occurs after the response of req. An event ev is concurrent with a request req
if ev ≮H req and req ≮H ev. History H is sequential if it does exist neither two
concurrent requests nor a concurrent packet input event with a request.
Let Hci be the local history of controller ci , a subsequence of H, which
consists of all events of ci . Locally, we verify that all history Hci is sequential,
hence, a controller accepts a new request if, and only if, there is no previous
request without response. A history H is consistent if the precedence relation
between two requests in the local history of a controller is the same into any
local history of other controllers. Hence, a consistent update keeps
req <Hci req 0 → req <Hcj req 0 | ∀ci , cj ∈ C,

6
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where C is the set of all network controllers. Therefore, we consider that the
union of partial local orders of all controllers is consistent with the global order
in history H.
From now on, we have defined a global order between all policy update
requests on the network. Nonetheless, it is still necessary to correctly define
the composition between new and currently applied policies. To address the
composition of policy updates, we consider that H has to respect the following
properties [6]:

SC

• A policy is successfully accepted to be added to H if, and only if, it does
not conflict with any other policy previously applied in H,
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• For each packet input event ev in the network, the behavior of the network
is consistent with the composition of all successfully applied policies that
precede the event ev ∈ H.
It is noteworthy that conflict between policies arises when two policies act
on an overlapping set of flows [26, 27]. Conflict-free policies are the ones that
present entirely disjoint domains4 . Let π be a policy update, Π be the set of
all policies already installed on the network, and dom(π) be the domain of the
policy π. Then, a non-conflicting policy respects
(2)
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dom(π) ∩ dom(πj ) = ∅, ∀ πj ∈ Π.
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(a) Partial conflict between (b) Full conflict between π (c) Update conflict between
π and πj .
and πj .
π and πj .
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Figure 2: Possible cases of policy update conflicts. A new policy π conflicts with an already
applied policy πj into a flowspace S. a) A partial conflict solution leads to the creation of
a policy subset π 0 . b) A full conflict solution creates the new composed policy π 0 . c) π is a
refinement of policy πj or an explicitly new version of the old policy. The update conflict is
solved applying π on its domain.

Therefore, we identify three types of conflict: partial conflict, full conflict,
and update conflict. The partial conflict is when the domain of a policy overlaps
the domain of another. In a generic case, the composition of the two policies
may lead to the creation of packet handling rules for each subset, as exemplified in Figure 2(a). It is worth noting a Partial Conflict may also arise when

4 The policy domain is the set of flows that the policy rules. The policy domain is defined
based on match fields [3, 26].
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dom(π) ⊃ dom(πj ), as it leads to a specific subset of rules that should consider
both policies. The full conflict occurs when two different policies have the same
domain. In this case, shown in Figure 2(b), either the new policy overwrites
the previous one, or the new policy is completely rejected. The main difference
between partial and full is the occurrence of a subset of composed rules in partial conflict, while in full conflict the final set of rules has the same cardinality
than π or πj . The third conflict possibility is the update conflict, Figure 2(c).
Indeed, the update conflict occurs when a controller launches a new version of
the previous policy and, thus, the new policy with the same domain should
explicitly overwrite the previous one. In case of launching a refining policy,
shown in Figure 2(c), where the policy domain is part of a previously installed
policy, it is handled as an update conflict into the smaller domain. The main
difference between the update conflict and the others is that an update conflict
explicitly signs how the controllers should resolve the conflict, such as overwriting the previous rules or applying actions from both old and new rules. Thus,
the network-policy update request carries a policy that resolves the conflict by
itself.
Besides consistently accepting policy updates and composing them, the policy update procedure should apply the updates in a per-packet consistent way [3,
6]. Thus, a single network configuration has to handle an in-transit packet. As
a per-packet update assures that no in-transit packet changes during the installation of the update request, it also guarantees that
@ev ∈ H|ev ≮H req and req ≮H ev,

(3)
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, i.e., that no packet handled by the new network configuration while there is
no termination of the update request.
4. The Consistency Protocol
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We propose a consistency protocol for updating policies on a distributed control plane on Software-Defined Networking. Our proposal assures that policies
concomitantly launched by different controllers are applied in the network in a
global serialized order and are appropriately composed with previous policies.
Moreover, we assume the Two-Phase Update [3], as the scheme of implementing the changes of the rules on the network. This assumption is essential to
meet constraints of the packet-consistency model. The proposal for implementing Two-Phase update with distributed control uses ReuseTag algorithm. The
principal advantage of our proposal, when compared to ReuseTag algorithm [6],
is that we accomplished a consensus, running our consensus protocol instead of
assuming the existence of an abstract consensus interface among all controllers.
Furthermore, our proposal achieves a shorter time to converge to a correct order, applying a wait-free algorithm, at the cost of using global order number to
tag packets.
The main idea of our proposal is to define a global order between all requests
for policy updates. In fact, we consider three steps for the installation of a policy
8
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(a) Correctly committing policy πj .

(b) Aborting policy πj installation.

Figure 3: The proposed consistency protocol. The initiator controller starts committing a
policy πj on the network. a) At least n/2 + 1 controllers agree to install πj . The initiator
controller sends the commit message to all controllers on the network. b) At least one controller
disagree on installing πj . The initiator controller sends an abort message to all controllers
that were voting on the agreement.
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on the network. The first one is the policy update request issued by controllers.
The second step is to launch the policy on the network, which consists of voting
the policy order number and its applicability to the network. In case of acceptance of the policy update by a majority of controllers and the controllers agree
on a global order number, it goes to the third step that is the commitment of the
policy update. The commitment of a network-policy update is to install rules
in the switches on the network, translating the high-level policy into packethandling rules. Our proposal focuses on the first and the second steps, as we
propose an eventual-consistency protocol and a conflict-check algorithm. We
apply the Two-Phase Update to commit the new policy on the network because
it provides a strong-consistency model for in-transit packet handling. The order
number agreed between controllers is the tag that defines the new configuration
on the Two-Phase Update. We argue that the combination of two consistency
models enables the SDN to achieve a fast answer to the policy update request,
as the consistent order requires a small number of nodes. While the correct
packet forwarding is accomplished using a strong-consistency model, we assure
that any packet in the network will never experience an unexpected state.
The proposed consistency protocol works as follows. A policy update request arrives at a controller5 . Concomitant requests may arrive in other con5 A request of policy update arrives on a controller by the northbound API or by
east/westbound API. The former occurs when a control application dispatches a request for

9
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trollers. The controller which receives the request starts the protocol, initiator
controller, and sends an agreement message to n/2 + 1 controllers, where n
is the total number of controllers on the network. It is worth to note that we
propose to send a minimal number of messages (n/2 + 1) to obtain the majority
consensus from the whole set of controllers. The fundamental idea is to obtain
a fast consensus minimizing the response time from the controllers. Another
advantage of our proposal is that it reduces the probability of a collusion attack
because each choice of n/2 + 1 converges to a set of well-behaved nodes. The
agreement contains the policy update request, as well as its application domain,
and the most recent policy order number, which is the number of the last policy
committed by the initiator controller plus one. When a controller receives an
agreement message, it has two possible output messages: ok and cancel. If all
n/2 + 1 controllers respond with an ok, the initiator controller sends a commit
message to all controllers on the network, shown in Figure 3(a). Receiving a
commit message, a controller verifies its order number, and if it is compatible
with the next policy that the controller is waiting for, the controller installs
the policy on all switches that it controls and updates its order number. If the
commit message has a number higher than the one that it is waiting for, the
controller synchronizes its policy database with the initiator controller. In case
the initiator controller receives any cancel message with a higher order number,
it aborts the policy update launching and synchronizes its policy database with
the controller which sent the cancel message, shown in Figure 3(b).
During the voting step, a controller may issue a cancel message due to
three reasons: (i) the agreement message signs an order number lower than
its own order number; (ii) the received policy within the agreement message
conflicts against its own set of applied policies; and (iii) it has already received
an agreement message from other controller. We highlight that, in the first case,
controller votes for canceling the consensus because the out-of-date agreement
message shows that the initiator controller does not have the most updated
policy database. In the second case, a controller cancels the consensus because
it locally disagrees with the new policy due to a conflict. In the last case, a
controller votes for canceling the consensus if there is another consensus running
in the network for another policy request, i.e., the controller has already received
an agreement message for other update request and it has not yet finished the
commitment.
Voting against a consensus while the previous consensus hasn’t yet finished
assures the safety property to our proposal since we guarantee that there is just
one consensus attempt which gathers n/2 + 1 votes to conclude. Besides, we
introduce a timeout for each message. As the messages are not timely answered,
the timeout expires, and controllers roll back the policy update request. This
behavior assures liveness to our proposal, even in case of crash failures.

the controller. The latter happens when the controller receives an agreement message from
another controller on the network.

10
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Implementation Details. As the proposed protocol shares some mechanisms
with the two-phase commit protocol, some implementation details should be
highlighted to ensure the deadlock-free feature of the proposal. Firstly, we rely
on TCP connections between all controllers. In this sense, the controllers act as
a peer-to-peer system, creating an overlay network for control. Controllers keep
connection among all of them. Thus, each controller is always aware of which
controllers are online, because of the state of the TCP connection. Secondly,
we associate a timeout for each message sent by the proposed protocol. If a
controller does not respond to an agreement message before a timeout expiration event, the initiator controller sends a new agreement message to another
controller on the network. It is worthy to note that we also add a cryptographic
signature in each message sent between controllers. Each controller has its certificate; their pair of public and private key; and Secure Socket Layer (SSL)
protocol protects all connections between controllers.

TE
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Running the protocol. As depicted in Figure 3(a), if n/2+1 controllers agree
to commit the policy update, the information is broadcasted to all controllers,
and the policy update is committed on the network switches according to the
Two-Phase Update scheme [3]. Nevertheless, failures may arise while running
our proposed protocol. We identify four cases that have to be handled by the
protocol: more than one controller start the protocol at the same time; the
initiator controller fails after sending the agreement message for any node; a
node fails after receiving the agreement message; and a node identifies that its
policy-order number is outdated.

EP

Case 1: More than one initiator. If two or more controllers concomitantly initiate the protocol, just one of them can adequately achieve n/2 + 1 confirmation
messages. In case of more than two initiators, none of them may obtain the
necessary number of votes and all of them may also receive a cancel message,
in which shows that there is another transaction occurring. In this case, each
controller, which receives a cancel message because of concurrent transactions,
will wait for a random time until trying to re-launch its update request. It applies an exponential back-off algorithm which exponentially increases the time
between re-launching the update requests.
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Case 2: Initiator fails. If the initiator controller fails before sending any
agreement message, there is no damage to the current state of the protocol,
because any transaction hasn’t started. On the other hand, if it fails after sending any agreement message, a controller that has received the former message,
resends it, adding its signature into the message, and tags it as a recovery message. The new initiator controller sends the re-signed agreement message to a
new group of n/2 + 1 controllers. In case the policy update has already been
committed, the new initiator updates its policy database, commits the policy to
its switches, and broadcasts the information. Otherwise, it follows the protocol
as if it was the initiator of the request.

11
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Case 3: A controller fails. There are two different ways of handling the case
of a controller failure. First, if the controller fails after receiving an agreement
message, the initiator controller waits for its answer till a timeout or, if the
failure breaks the TCP connection, the initiator immediately detects the connection loss. Therefore, the initiator sends a new agreement message to other
controllers till it achieves n/2 + 1 votes, all of them ok messages, or at least one
cancel message. The second possible case is when the controller is not taking
part in any agreement between controllers. In this case, the failure is ignored.
When a controller recovers from a failure, it updates its policy database with
any other controller on the network.
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Case 4: A controller is outdated. A controller knows that it is out-of-date
when it receives a message with the policy order number higher than the one
it is expecting to. The message may be agreement, cancel, or commit. When
it receives an agreement or commit message, the outdated controller asks the
updated controller, who sent the message, the most recent policy database. In
the case of a cancel message, it aborts the policy launching step and, after,
updates its database with the controller who sent the message with the most
recent policy order number.
The synchronization procedure takes place as soon as a controller detects
that it is out-of-date. The procedure is simple. The controller asks n/2 + 1
nodes about the most recent network version. As the nodes answer it, the
controller computes the votes for each version. If there is more than one version
among the answers, the controller asks more randomly-chosen nodes until it
achieves n/2 equal responses for the version order number. Then, the controller
chooses one node among all the ones that answered this version number, and
synchronize its policy database.
We assume some implementation facilities, as the use of TCP connections
that keep the state of each connect controller and assures the reliability and the
ordering of the messages. Thus, our proposal also assures a higher availability
than the two-phase transaction-commit protocol, although we still achieve the
policy commitment in two round-trip times (RTT).
We establish a trade-off between increasing tag complexity and complexity
of the consistency. Tag complexity stands for upper bounding on the policy
order number, like the one stated at ReuseTag [6]. In our work, we perform
a lightweight consistency protocol at the cost of considering the policy order
number a cyclical counter at 2n order, while ReuseTag uses only f + 2 tags,
where f is the number of controllers that may fail, at the cost of relying on an
abstract consensus interface, which is not explicit nor its complexity is discussed.

The policy composition algorithm. Our composition algorithm always
works locally. The main idea of our algorithm is to search for any conflict
(full, partial or update conflict) that may arise from a new policy update request π and the set of already defined policies Π. In this way, as a new policy
update request arrives on a controller, the algorithm locally checks if the domain of the request, dom(π), conflicts with the domain of all other policies,
12
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∪ dom(πi )|∀πi ∈ Π. A policy update request may be issued by the controller
itself or may arrive as an agreement message. In both cases, if the algorithm
realizes that it is a partial conflict or a full conflict, it refuses the policy update
request. Therefore, if the request has arrived as an agreement message, the
controller, who rejects it, responds with a cancel message, signaling the conflict. If the policy is conflict-free, defined by Equation 2, or an explicit update,
the algorithm accepts the new policy and, thus, the policy is installed, as it
is, on the controller running the proposed composition algorithm. Therefore,
our proposal implements an all-or-nothing interface that completely accepts the
new policy or completely refuses it.
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Algorithm 1: Policy composition algorithm. The algorithm locally runs
on each controller. The algorithm output is the vote of the controller, for
or against the installation of the policy update request.
Input : πi %policy update request
Π %set of installed policies
vote := OK %there is no conflict.
for πj ∈ Π do
if dom(πi ) ∩ dom(πj ) 6= ∅ and isU pdate(πi , πj ) = F alse then
vote := Cancel %conflicting policies were found.
end
end
Output: vote

EP

The Algorithm 1 checks whether the policy update domain overlaps the already
installed policy domains. However, the algorithm can be applied, without loss
of generality nor correctness, adopting more complex methods of conflict identification and more elaborated composition rules, such as the policy composition
defined on Pyretic language [28], or the verification of network invariants from
VeriFlow [16].
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Distributed Update Scheme. The network-configuration update is simple,
and it performs a generalization of the Two-Phase update [3] for a distributed
control plane. Therefore, as soon as a controller receives a policy update request, it starts the consistency protocol and agrees with the other controllers
on the order of policy installation, and on the consistent network configuration.
Then, the controllers are ready to start the policy installation. The initiator
controller performs the coordination between the two phases of the updating
scheme. Hence, after committing the update request, all controllers install the
new network configuration on the core ports of the network6 . After this first
phase, all controllers report to the initiator controller at the end of the first
6 Discovering which are core and edge ports is a straightforward task for a controller, as all
controllers keep an updated topology of the network on the global network view.
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phase. When the initiator receives all confirmations, it sends the permission to
all controllers start the second phase, i.e., changing the flow rules on the ingress
ports to tag the packets with the new network configuration version. This
procedure also follows the failure-recovery routines of the proposed consistency
protocol.

SC

Proof of correctness. To prove the correctness and the safety of our proposal,
we must prove that the policy commitment is both able to serialize and to launch
policies that do not conflict. Thus, first, we prove by contradiction that the
global order of policy installation, defined between all controllers, is the same
as the local order of any controller. After that, we prove using the induction
mechanism that the composed policies are consistent and, thus, there is no
conflict between policies.

M
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Theorem 1: The policy-installation local order of any controller is compatible
with the global order.

EP
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Proof by Contradiction. We assume that the local policy-installation order of
any controller is not compatible with the global order. Therefore, we assume
that there is a controller ci , in which the policy π2 has precedence over policy
π1 , π2 <Hci π1 , and, in the global order, π1 precedes π2 , π1 <H π2 . As any
controller, other than ci , is compatible with the global order, we also have a
controller cj , in which the local order is π1 <Hcj π2 . As ci and cj correctly run
the proposed protocol, to instal a policy π2 before installing π1 , the controller
ci had to have at least n/2 + 1 votes of other controllers (ok messages), as
well as the other controllers had to have n/2 + 1 votes to install π1 before
π2 . According to the protocol, a controller cannot vote to contradictory orders.
Then, the only way of having a different local order between two controllers
is to have different votes for each order. In this way, it would be necessary
(n/2 + 1) + (n/2 + 1) = n + 2 votes. Hence, as the network has n controllers
at most, it is an impossible scenario, and it proves that having a different local
order when comparing to the global order, is a logical contradiction. Thus, the
proposed protocol achieves a global installation order of policies.
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Theorem 2: The policy composition is conflict-free.
Proof by induction. We use the induction mechanism over Π, which represents
the set of all installed policies on the network.
Base Case (dom(Π0 ) = ∅): In this case, the set of Π is empty, then it is
trivially conflict-free.
Hypothesis (dom(Πi ) = ∪ik=1 dom(πk )): Let Πi be the set of all installed
policies till πi , for i > 0. Then, the domain of Πi is defined as the union of the
domain of all policies in it. By hypothesis, the composition of all policies in Πi
is consistent.
14
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Step (dom(Πi+1 ) = dom(Πi ) ∪ dom(πi+1 )): We consider that all policies in Πi
are already consistently composed because of our induction hypothesis. Therefore, we have just to prove that the inclusion of the policy πi+1 into Πi is
conflict-free. We consider, thus, our policy composition algorithm. The algorithm runs locally, and its return is a requirement for a controller voting in
favor of the installation of a policy. Then, adding πi+1 to the set Πi is only
possible if, and only if, n/2 + 1 controllers vote for it, assuring that there is no
conflict between the new policy πi+1 and all policies in Πi . According to the
Theorem 1, at least one controller, among the n/2 + 1 controllers, has to have
all policies already installed and has to be following the global order. If all of
the n/2 + 1 controllers approve the new policy, it means that the new policy
πi+1 has no conflict with any other policy that has ever been installed on the
network. Otherwise, the policy πi+1 is completely rejected. Then, we prove
Theorem 2, showing that the composition of Πi with πi+1 is possible and it is
conflict-free.
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Byzantine Fault Tolerant Extension. The designed protocol assumes a
scenario in which all controller nodes are trustworthy and reliable. In this scenario, the proposed protocol only tolerates crash-failures. Nevertheless, a natural extension is that a controller may behave arbitrarily, provoking unexpected
protocol states [29, 30, 31], i.e., the nodes may present Byzantine failures. For
these cases where nodes are Byzantine, we envision a Byzantine Fault Tolerant
(BFT) extension for the consistency protocol. The extension implies a failure
model in which nodes misbehave, like delaying reordering messages or sending
wrong messages, or nodes can maliciously behave, as a result of an attack. If
messages are delayed, a timeout mechanism triggers the message retransmission
and changes the subset of controllers charged with voting for a policy update
request. If a node is under attack and the attacker takes over of one or more
network controllers, it can change the vote of these controllers, but it is not able
to forge other identities to vote against the proposed protocol.
The key aspect of the BFT extension is that nodes should give evidence of
their correct behavior. Thus, we introduce four major changes in the protocol
mechanism: (i) requesting votes for all nodes; (ii) signing each agreement or
cancel message; (iii) adding all votes to the commit message; and (iv) computing all votes to determine the result of the consensus.
Firstly, to achieve a BFT consistency, all nodes should be involved in the
voting phase. Indeed, a BFT resistant protocol must contain n ≥ 3f + 1 voting
nodes, to tolerate f Byzantine faults among n nodes. Thus, the quorum for
achieving the consensus is n − f votes for the commitment of the new policy.
It is worth noting that the quorum is always greater than n/2 votes. This first
change avoids that one single Byzantine node always votes for the abortion of
the policy requests, avoiding any policy to be committed. The second change
in the original protocol is that each voting node has to sign all agreement or
cancel messages with its private key. The voting node signs the message, which
contains its vote, and the policy request. Signing the agreement, or cancel, a
15
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node provides an irrefutable proof of its vote for each given request. Moreover,
when sending the commit, the initiator controller must append all signed votes in
the message. This approach enables the network controllers to locally check each
vote to verify if the initiator controller is lying about the result of the consensus
protocol. This approach enlarges the commit message. An alternative approach
to keep minimum the size of the commit message is to send just n − f first
messages that express the same position of voting controllers, either agreeing or
disagreeing, on the policy request. At last, the fourth change in the protocol is
to compute all votes and communicate all decisions on the network, even the
abortion. Indeed, as we tolerate up to f faults, the threshold to assume the
consensus is Ct = argmax (2f, n2 + f ) and, thus, all votes should be computed
till it achieves more than half of nodes’ vote for a single position. After all,
the result should be communicated to all nodes through a commit with all the
computed votes.
We highlight that the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 are still valid for the
BFT extension, as the extension still keep the property of locally checking for
conflicts, and it also keeps the idea of having a controller that knows all currently
installed policies. The extension of Theorem 1 is trivial if we consider the
cardinality of the voting controller group as n2 + f ≥ 2f , and we extract f
fault nodes from it. Hence, we recall the original Theorem 1. Therefore, as
the Theorem 1 is valid, the Theorem 2 is also trivially extended for the BFT
proposal, as any new committed policy is consistent according to Theorem 1.
Nevertheless, as an eventual-consistency protocol, the liveness property of the
BFT extension is hard to prove. Thus, we introduce a trade-off between a safe
and lightweight consistency protocol, and the liveness constrain.
5. Proposal Evaluation
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The proposal evaluation is three-fold. First of all, we analyze our proposed
consistency protocol through a formal model. Second, we simulate our protocol
to investigate the message overhead and to compare with other proposals. Third,
we simulate our proposed scheme for distributed network-policy update and
compare it with the Two-Phase Update.
Therefore, our first evaluation aims to assert the robustness of our protocol
to malicious or misconfigured nodes in the network. We consider a malicious
node as the one which votes against to the correct vote according to the conflictcheck algorithm. We consider a pb probability of a node being well behaved, i.e.,
the node does not crash, neither presents a Byzantine fault. Hence, we calculate
the convergence probability of our consistency protocol that is expressed by
i≤b N
2 c+1
∗

p =

X

CN,i pib (1 − pb )N −i ,

(4)

i=0

where p∗ is the convergence probability of the consistency protocol, N is the total
number of network nodes, and i is the number of malicious nodes in collusion
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against the convergence of the protocol. It is worth noting that CN,i is the
combination of i among the set of N nodes on the network. From the Equation 4,
we can derive the probability of k consecutive failures of achieving the consensus.
The probability is given by pf ail = (1 − p∗ )k . Moreover, we can define an
arbitrary confidence interval threshold α that upper limits the probability of
k failures. We assume the convergence of the protocol if the probability of k
consecutive failures is lower than α and, thus, we assume that we reached the
consensus. We estimate the number of rounds to achieve consensus is expressed
by
log(α)
,
(5)
k=
log(1 − p∗ )
where α is an acceptable threshold of not reaching consensus after k rounds of
our protocol.
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(a) Protocol convergence probability.

Figure 4: Convergence evaluation of our proposed consistency protocol. a) The probability of
a network-policy update being accept (or refused) when it shouldn’t be. For a p probability
of nodes being well-behaved, b)The number of rounds to reach convergence in an acceptable
threshold of α ≤ 0.05. Let p = 0.80, for more than 10 nodes; the protocol converges in just
one round. When p = 0.55, the proposal reaches convergence in one round for more than 60
nodes.
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Figure 4 shows the convergence of the consistency protocol for pb varying
from 0.20 to 0.80. The value pb = 0.80 represents that a node behaves well
80% of the time7 . The borderline between the malicious and the well-behaved
scenarios is shown in Figure 4(a) for pb = 0.50, where half of the network nodes
may have malicious behavior. We highlight that the bigger is the number of
nodes in the network, the higher is the probability of reaching the convergence
for the consistency protocol. Besides, we observe that the number of rounds
to reach the consensus, Figure 4(b), still almost constant for pb ≥ 0.50, and
α ≤ 0.05, as we increase the number of nodes in the network. Figure 4(b)
also shows that the proposal tends to reach convergence in just one round of
the protocol for a higher probability pb ≥ 0.55. Hence, the network reaction
time for a policy update is upper bounded by the consensus algorithm that
7 A good behavior is to follow the protocol and be available for the current consensus
calculation, not taking part in any other voting.
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is two times the round-trip time, as discussed previously. We also highlight
that the proposed protocol is resilient to a collusion of up to n/2 − 1 nodes.
Figure 4 shows, for p = 0.50, that the probability of achieving the convergence
is approximatively 0.75 for 20 nodes, and reaches 0.95 (1−α) after 3 or 4 rounds
of the protocol execution. This behavior is due to the random choice of the new
voting nodes, as the previously chosen nodes fail to converge. The search for
a new random set of voting nodes is uniform and may iterate over all nodes in
the network, eventually finding the well-behaved ones.
The proposed consistency protocol was evaluated by simulating the consensus among the controller nodes of an SDN with distributed control. We
developed the distributed-control extension of an SDN simulator [15], based on
the SDN model proposed by Reitblatt et al. [3] and extended by Canini et al. [6].
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0.4
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(a) Number of exchanged messages for ten (b) Number of exchanged messages in a fail
updates.
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Figure 5: Control-message load comparison between the proposed protocol (Proposal), the
two-phase commit protocol (2PC) and the three-phase commit protocol (3PC). a) Control
messages according to the number of controllers. The proposal reduces from 25% the number
of messages, compared to 2PC, when number of controllers is greater than 30. b) Number of
control messages in function of the network-node failure percentage. The proposal maintains
a low number of messages and even converges to a consensus when almost half the network
nodes fail. Commit indicates the consensus by accepting the update and Abort, consensus for
aborting the operation.
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We implemented a prototype of the proposed updating mechanism to assess
the load of messages exchanged between nodes. In this experiment, we compare
our proposal with the two-phase commit protocol (2PC) and the three-phase
commit protocol (3PC). Figure 5(a) compares the number of messages sent by
the two-phase commit protocol (2PC), the three-phase commit protocol (3PC)
and the our proposed consensus protocol (Proposal) for installing a policy on
the network. The considered topologies are a complete mesh of 10 to 100 nodes,
where all nodes are controllers. The results show that the number of messages
sent by the proposed protocol is lower than that sent by the two-phase commit
protocol. When considering 30 controllers, for instance, the proposed protocol
reduces the number of control messages into up to 25%, when compared to the
two-phase commit protocol, and up to 50%, compared with the three-phase commit protocol. Figure 5(a) shows that, when considering the wait-free protocols,
three-phase commit and our proposal, when the number of controllers is greater
or equal a 100 controllers, our proposal reduces up 66% the control-message
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overhead on the network. Let n be the number of nodes that are running the
protocol, the analysis of the behavior of each protocol indicates that the expected number of messages, in a fail-free scenario, for the 2PC is 4 × (n − 1)
messages, and for the 3PC, 6 × (n − 1) messages. The proposed protocol, in
turn, shows a maximum of 3n messages.
The following experiment assesses the resilience of the proposed protocol
regarding the occurrence of node crash failures. Figure 5(b) shows the number
of messages sent on the network when nodes fail. Nodes achieve consensus to
commit the update request, even when the network failure rate is close to 50%,
n/2−1 failed nodes. If most of the nodes fail, the requests are not accepted, then,
they are aborted by the protocol. Figure 5(b) shows the low load of messages on
the network even when transactions are aborted. When the proposal aborts the
commitment of policies on the network, the number of messages is reduced and
has little impact on the normal operation of the network. When failures occur,
the proposed protocol sends new messages to random nodes until it exhausts the
search for active nodes, or until it gets the required number of affirmative votes.
However, this search can lead to the expiration of the timeout for a response
of active controllers, who have already responded to the agreement message.
For this reason, there are messaging peaks that impact scenarios where network
failures are close to 50% of controller nodes, Figure 5(b).

6
7
8
Average Network Load (µ)

(d) Similarity with the Ideal Update.

Figure 6: Results for the AT&T network topology. Impact of the policy updates on the
network, according to the network load. Ideal and Two-Phase are centralized updating scheme.
The proposed scheme coordinates the update procedure among all controllers.

In the second part of the proposal evaluation, we simulate two different real
network topologies compliant with SDN. We adopt a simulation-based evaluation because simulating a network is agnostic about the SDN technology,
while other evaluation techniques, prototyping or emulating SDN network with
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Mininet [32], are dependent on the underlying SDN technology, e.g., Mininet
runs on top of OpenFlow. Our simulation runs on top of a discrete event
simulator [27] based on the SDN model proposed by Reitblatt et al. [3]. The
simulation is achieved by creating objects for switches, queues, links, packets,
and controllers. At each simulation step, the packets on the input queue of each
switch are checked against the switch’s flow table. If no rule shows the next
hop of the packet, the switch sends a packet arrival event to the controllers. As
the controller responds to the packet arrival event, it installs a new rule on the
switch’s flow table, and the packet is moved to next switch input queue. The
simulation mimics the SDN processing scheme. All simulated topologies are
available at The Internet Topology Zoo8 . The topologies are from the AT&T
MPLS network in the U.S., with 25 nodes; and from RNP (Nation Research
Network) in Brazil, with 30 nodes. The simulation parameters are defined as
follows. The arrival of new flows is uniformly distributed between all nodes
of the network and the flow inter-arrival rate follows a lognormal distribution,
averaging from 6 to 8 (µ ∈ {6, 7, 8}) and having standard deviation equals to 2
(σ = 2) [15]. The arrival of new flows happens during the early 900 simulation
steps. We model each flow to last 50 steps, and the end of the simulation is
determined when there are no packets or events to be handled.
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Figure 7: Results for the RNP network topology. Impact of the policy updates on the network,
according to the network load.

The simulation of the distributed scheme was carried out by setting up a
controller for each node, and all controllers run the consensus protocol. The
consensus protocol agrees on the version of the network configuration and dis8 Available

at http://www.topology-zoo.org/.
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tributes it among the other controllers. The update scheme with distributed
control based on consensus protocol (Proposal), was compared with the centralized update scheme, Two-Phases Update (2-Phase), and with an optimal
update scheme (Ideal). The Ideal Update is only feasible in a simulated scenario, in which we consider that the packet forwarding is interrupted during
the update process of the forwarding rules in all switches. The ideal update
is considered a proportional update scheme, i.e., the one in which the cost of
updating the network is proportional to the implemented changes [3]. Thus,
when comparing an update scheme with the Ideal Update, indeed, it compares
how close the proposed scheme is to a proportional update. We simulate the
two network topologies, the ATT&T network results are shown in Figure 6, and
the results for the RNP network are shown in Figure 7. We simulate different
traffic loads selecting different average inter-arrival intervals between flows. We
highlight that our SDN simulation considers as rules the installed flows in the
flow tables of the switches. In our simulations, policy updates are path changes
and action changes (e.g., changing a VLAN tag on a flow).
Figure 6(a) and 7(a) compare the behavior of policy update schemes taking
into consideration the in-transit packets, while the updates take place. The
figures show the percentage of in-transit packets that are handled by more than
one network configuration. The Ideal scheme updates all in-transit packets as
soon as the update request arrives on the network. Therefore, the number of
packets updated by the ideal scheme also shows the number of packets that are
in-transit on the network when the updates happen. The proposed distributed
scheme does not forward any packet over more than one network configuration
version, which is the expected behavior of a per-packet consistent scheme. However, when applying a naı̈ve implementation of the Two-Phase Update scheme,
a small percentage of packets is forwarded over more than one network configuration. In these cases, the in-transit packets are handled by two different global
network configurations. It happens because the considered controller model is
the most naı̈ve as possible, and after the update procedure it always forwards
the packets with the newest network configuration without saving any state of
flows. Thus, flows that have no installed rules in the core switches can reach an
already updated controller and, from then on, they are forwarded by a newer
network configuration [15]. The chosen controller model keeps the fairness of
the evaluation. The fairness of this characterization recalls the controller model
was the same for all the evaluated update schemes. The only difference between
one scheme set up to others was the update scheme itself. None of the simulated
controller stores states for flows.
The distributed controller update scheme acts more readily on the network
than the Two-Phase Update with centralized control, which results closer to
the Ideal result. As a consequence, the number of flows affected by updates in
the network, shown in Figures 6(b) and 7(b), evidences the proposal is closer to
the Ideal Update. The distributed scheme updates slightly more flows than the
centralized Two-Phase update because of the parallel execution of the update of
the tables on the core switches. The behavior of both schemes, however, is quite
the same, as the proposed distributed scheme is an extension of the Two-Phase
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update to multiple controllers.
Evaluating the percentage of in-transit packets and the number of updated
flows on the network supports to infer the importance of a consistent scheme
for updating the network. Although the in-transit packets represent 1% of the
total number of all forwarded packets, as can be seen in Figures 6(a) and 7(a),
representing from 10% to 20% of all flows on the network, shown in Figures 6(b)
and 7(b). This observation indicates that up to 20% of the network flows may
suffer from an unexpected behavior if an inconsistent reconfiguration is performed [33]. In case of TCP connections, an inconsistent policy update may
take the peers to reset their connection, or even experience a short outage.
The total number of installed rules on the network switches is shown in
Figures 6(c) and 7(c). This metric indicates how much of the memory of the
switches are used for each update scheme. As the proposed distributed update
scheme and the centralized Two-Phase update install rules in the network core
to ensure per-packet consistency, the number of installed rules by these schemes
is up to 4x higher than the Ideal update9 , in all simulated scenarios. It is worth
mentioning that the number of the installed rules is a function of the number of
flows, the duration of the flows and the frequency of policy updates. Therefore,
long-lived flows in a frequent-updated scenario may lead to a high number of
installed rules, because a new rule is installed for each flow at each new version
of the network configuration.
To conclude, Figures 6(d) and 7(d) compare the result of the packet handling and forwarding at the destination of the packets. Indeed, we introduce
a similarity index that measures the portion of forwarded packets by one update scheme, that is received at the destination, compared with the packets
forwarded by the ideal update scheme. The similarity index measures how close
the packet forwarding in each update scheme is to the ideal. This measure
provides an estimator of the quality of each update scheme. As all considered
update schemes are consistent, the similarity index shows that the Two-Phase
scheme is already very close to the ideal performance. However, the proposed
distributed scheme achieves an even better result than the Two-Phase update
due to the efficient coordination of actions between the controllers using the
proposed consistency protocol. This result is also an effect of the parallelization
of the rule installation procedure on the core of the network and the lightweight
consensus protocol. The proposed distributed update scheme quickly converges
to a composed network configuration, and it benefits from the parallel installation of rules on the core switches by the multiple controllers. The proposal
achieves an overall updating duration that is smaller than the Two-Phase update and, thus, our proposal reaches a packet handling that is closer to the
ideal.
It is worth to note that the proposed policy update mechanism still depends
9 There are flows that do not expire on switch flow tables and, thus, are affected by more
than one update, generating a higher increase in the number of installed rules than the installation of just one more rule for each flow at each switch.
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on packet tagging and it introduces a processing time and a small overhead per
packet. Our proposal achieves the lightweight consistency protocol at the cost
of using more tags on the network, referenced as tag complexity. Thus, in a hypothetical use case in which is used VLAN tagging, which implies a maximum
of 2048 controllers on the network, it is added overhead of 16 bits per packet.
As the tag complexity of the proposal is 2n, in a network with 100 controllers,
it is necessary to handle up to 200 tags, which represents a minimum of an 8 bit
tag. The tagging overhead, however, in both cases, is less than 1% of the network throughput when considering the maximum transmission unit (MTU) of
1500 B. Another limitation of any proposal, which requires coordination among
controllers to reach a consensus before applying the update, is that in a frequently updated network, the inter-arrival time of new policy update requests
may become smaller than the time spent for running the consensus protocol and
installing the policy on the network. Thus, in this case, wait queue of policy
update requests increases and the time for installing a new policy might become
unfeasible.
6. Conclusion
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Achieving consistent network-policy updates in software-defined networking with distributed control plane is challenging. Controllers should agree in a
global order to install policies on the network, and the composition of all policies
should avoid conflict between new and already installed policies. In this paper,
we proposed a consistency protocol that locally orders the policy installation
according to an agreed global order. We also proposed a policy composition algorithm that takes advantage of an abstract consensus interface provided by our
protocol. Our algorithm runs locally, and its interaction with the proposed consistency protocol assures that all accepted policies are conflict-free. We proved
the correctness of our protocol and our algorithm through a formal model. The
analysis of the number of protocol messages shows that our proposal achieves
consistent updates into two round-trip times, without going through deadlock
states even when up to n/2 − 1 controllers fail. We evaluated the probability of
convergence of our distributed algorithm, and our results show that we achieve a
consistent update after up to 4 rounds of the consensus protocol, even when the
nodes have 0.50 probability of behaving well. Our simulations show that the
proposed distributed update scheme achieves a per-packet consistent update.
The proposal quickly converges and implements efficient coordination between
the controller nodes. Our lightweight protocol reduces up to 66% of the number
of messages to accept a policy update, while the proposed distributed update
scheme behaves closer to the ideal update scheme than the Two-Phase update.
As future work, we intend to implement the proposed protocol as part of a
policy update framework on top of SDN controllers to abstract for the running
applications the above consistency mechanisms. Moreover, another future work
is to extend the proposed protocol to coordinate controllers to apply policy
updates in a consistent order to avoid the need of tagging every packet in the
network.
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